l62           THEOSOPHY EXPLAINED
text-book to a young student, because he could not under-
stand or profit by it as it would be too advanced for him.
Q. Then do we again come into contact in a new life
with the people we love or hate in this life ?
Am. Certainly. First of all in the long heavenly life
the whole of the time is spent with people we loved on
earth; and when we come back, we tend to do so in
groups, along with the same loved ones.
Love is a link formed between egos, and death
cannot break it; and loving egos in new bodies recognise
one another as friends wearing different suits of clothes.
Still it does not follow that the egos will have the same
earthly relationship as in the past life. The link of pure
love remains, but the husband and wife of ope life may be
born as two brothers, or sisters, or as brother and sister,
or may have the relationship of parent, or child, or grand-
parent, or grandchild, or of any such tie by blood. But
if for reasons of karma they are born in different families
in the same neighbourhood or even in far-away countries^
they are brought together and drawn to each other as
lovers or intimate friends, as nothing in heaven or earth
can slay love, or break its tie.
Sometimes the links being those of hatred and
wrong-doing, ancient enemies are drawn into one family»
there to work out in misery, or sometimes in ghastly fami-
ly tragedies, the evil results of the common past. From
some people we shrink back at sight, and that is the warn-
ing of the ego against an ancient foe. The bond forged by
hate can melt away only in the fire of love, as t£ Hatred
ceases not by hatred at any time; hatred ceases by love."
Thus back we come/old friends together—old enemies
together, too—though dressed in new garbs, with new
vehicles in each life.

